
Blood and Gore
Intense Violence
Sexuel Themes
Strong Language
Use of Alcohol



*This cosplay guide depicts imagery of artistic renders of in-game content.

The purpose of this guide is for information purposes only and does not give you 
permission to monetise, repurpose or recreate Naughty Dog content with the 
intent to sell. When recreating characters or objects from THE LAST OF US PART 
I or PART II, do not incorporate any Sony Interactive Entertainment (SIE) Group 
trademarks or logos into your own creations and do not adopt trademarks or logos 
that are confusingly similar to SIE’s trademarks and logos.

MARLENE
Deemed the Queen of the Fireflies, Marlene 
has been at the forefront of the struggle to 
overthrow the military’s oppressive rule in the 
quarantine zones. Despite her experience 
supporting the rebellion, she remains gentle 
and compassionate. Her career in medicine 
cultivated her belief in the value of saving 
humanity – a goal she would pursue at any 
cost and is the catalyst of the events that 
unfold for Joel and Ellie.



KEY TRAITS

- Brown Eyes  - Small scar above her right eyebrow  - Prominent moles on her mid-forehead and right check  
- Full LipsFACE



Mostly tucked into a low ponytail with a scrunchy, Marlene has thick, dark brown curls, with one curl 
strand escaping in front. HAIR



When not wearing her denim heavy jacket 
with a faded pink hoodie, Marlene can be 
found wearing her double-layered tank.

 One tank is narrow strapped and has a 
deep purple-maroon color, with a faded 
sweat stained white tank underneath.

SHIRT



Keeping up with the muted colors, Marlene 
wears a pair of olive-tan chinos with a 
brown leather belt. The pockets are pushed 
towards the seams of the pants, with a 
coin pocket on the right side near the belt 
loop. The pants turn to dark brown at the 
bottom from wear and travel. 

In lieu of leather workmen boots like 
most survivors, Marlene wears a pair of 
mountain hiking boots. 

PANTS





TOMMY
In The Last of Us Part I, we meet Tommy in 
the opening level as Joel, Sarah, and himself 
are trying to escape the horrors of their 
hometown. After the events of that night, 
Tommy went on his own way and joined the 
fireflies for a time.

He made his way up to Jackson, Wyoming 
where he settled down, met his wife Maria, 
and left the Fireflies. Though it has been many 
years since he has seen Joel, and they have 
their moments of tension, he is still Joel’s 
baby brother.



KEY TRAITS

- Green-Blue Eyes  - Dirty Blonde Hair with wisps of sliver  - Short but full Beard  - Eyebrow and Beard Hair is slightly darker than main hair     
- Small scar on the left cheek  - Medium-length Scar on the right side of forehead leading into his hairlineFACE



Tommy’s hair is long, straight, and ends about mid neck. His hair is all pushed back and loosely tucked 
behind the ears. The ends of the hair start to get wavy from resting on top of the collar of his jacket. HAIR



Tommy sports a heavy denim winter 
jacket lined with sherpa. The sherpa is 
filled with dirt and grime and no longer 
has its white appearance. Underneath is 
a gray blue Henley.

SHIRT



Tommy’s pants are a pair of khaki canvas 
carpenter pants with overside front and 
side pockets, and a sewn in double hem so 
they don’t degrade easily. 

For shoes, Tommy wears crackled, brown 
leather workmen boots where the whites in 
the cracks are starting to show. 

PANTS



Carrying a simple-style bag, Tommy’s 
backpack is an olive canvas backpack with 
one large pocket and two small front pockets. 
The middle leather lash tab, or pig snout, is 
used to attach equipment to the backpack 
with rope or string. 

BACKPACK
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